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Plans for 200 Constitution Plaza discussed in open forum
HENRY CHAVEZ '18
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

On Thursday, April
9, an engaging open forum about Trinity's newly purchased property at
200 Constitution Plaza
was held for students.
The discussion was led
by Trinity's three consultants in this planning
process: Rachel G. Bratt,
Professor of Urban and
Environmental Policy and
Planning, emerita, from
Tufts University,
and
Catherine Donaher, an accomplished consultant in
real estate development
and master planning,
and Stefanie Chambers,
associate professor of political science. Though
Trinity's announcement
of the property's purchase at the beginning of
this semester had much
thought and discussion
put into it, the planning
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Plans for the newly acquired 200 Constitution Plaza were discussed by members of the community.
process for the space is
still in its early stages.
Two hundred Constitution Plaza is a five-story 135,000 square-foot
office building located in
historic downtown Hartford. Situated m the

heart of Constitution Pla za in Hartford's Business
District, the building is
just feet away from other long-standing institutions such as the Hartford
Stage, XL Center, Brazilian Consulate, Connecti-

cut Science Center, Spotlight Theatres and various
other attractions. As Trinity gets closer to these
establishments,
more
and more room grows for
possible partnerships and
collaborations between lo-

cal leaders and students.
Although Trinity's administration had some
specific ideas as to how
to use the space, there
was a clear message that
feedback and participa tion from the Trinity community was and would
be continuously sought.
Enthusiasm was quickly
cultivated as soon as students posited their ideas
and suggestions of what
to incorporate into the
building. Some ideas for
the new facility included
opening art galleries, cen ters for immigration, career and urban research,
squash courts, labs, crash
course lecture rooms,
performance stages, din ing, and incubator space
amongst countless other
suggestions. The possibilities seem just about endless. As of now, part of the
see DOWNTOWN on page 6

Detnystifying the sonorous SECS and WGRAC host
Trinity College Chapel bells "Take Back the Night"
ANDREW HATCH '17
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Have you ever been
jolted from your bed at
12:30 in the afternoon or
rudely interrupted while
studying in the Econ library by a cacophony of
bells ringing? Has your
most recent Snapchat
story included you dancing around on the uad

to the bells? Trinity is
home to one of the finest
carillons in the country. A
carillon is the largest outdoor instrument, and regarded by many, as being
the loudest instrument
ever conceived. Trinity's
49-bell carillon was cast
by the famed John Taylor & Sons bell foundry
in England and is housed
in the belfry, nearly 150

feet above campus. Until
the construction of skyscrapers in downtown
Hartford, the chapel was
the tallest building in the
city. Since the bell tower
is situated atop the highest hill in the Hartford, it
still remains the highest
point in the city.
If a musician plays for a

COURTESY OF Tommy Hum-Hyder '17
Andrew Hatch at the top of the chapel, where he regularly conducts tours and plays the carillon.

CHARLOTTE THOMAS '17
NEWS EDITOR

Trinity's 14th annual event, "Take Back the
Night," helped to reinforce the message to survi vors of sexual assault
that they are not alone.
This event is a national campaign to prevent
and
raise
awareness
about sexual and relationship violence. On Friday, April 11, Students
Encouraging Consensu al Sex (SECS) and the
Women and Gender Resource Center (WGRAC)
hosted the event, which
proved successful despite the last-minute location change to Hallden
Hall. The event was also
spearheaded by Trinity
groups like Trinity Hillel, Trinity Film Festival,
and other teams, clubs,
and organizations. SECS
Coordinators, Mercedes
Ward '15 and Nicole Lu kac '15, opened the floor
to performances with a
reminder to attendees
that the acts that would
follow were included in
order to help end rape

on campus. They further
included that some of the
testimonies that would
be shared might be too
difficult for the audience
to hear, and that there
were representives from
Trinity's Sexual Assault
Response Team present
who could provide further
assistance if necessary.
Other important reminders included that
those who need to speak
to someone in full confidence can go to the Reverend Allison Read and
Chaplains John Selders
and Shine at the Trinity College Chapel. One
can also go to the Coun seling Center to speak
with Director Dr. Randy
Lee, Assistant Director
Dr. Kristine Kennan, Dr.
Kate Marinchak, and
Bonnie Scranton, located at 135 Allen Place. To
talk to someone in semi
confidence-which means
that the names will not
be reported to the Title
IX coordinator unless it is
known that the offender
is a repeat offender-and
see ASSAULT on page 5
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As soon as they are appoint·
ed to the bench, Supreme Court
Justices are granted lifetime ap·
pointments. However, as advanc·
es in healthcare and medical
technology continue to increase
at a rapid rate, the idea of a life·
time is not what it used to be.
To put this in perspective
and contextualize how times
have changed it is important to
note that the average retirement
age among the country's first
Supreme Court Justices was 60
years old whereas the average
retirement ages for the ten Su·
preme Court Justices who most
recently left was 76 years old.
So should there be a limit on
the age of Supreme Court Jus·
tices before they are required to
retire? In a CBS news poll, about
60 percent of people surveyed,
out of a 1,000, were opposed to
lifetime appointments. Those
who argue that there should be
a limit to appointments contend
that having justices on the bench
for such a long time leaves room
for them to continue to perpet·
uate their view, no matter how
outdated or modernized, on the
court. They argue that this would
contradict the fundamental purpose of aspects of the law, name·
ly to limit the influence of certain
individuals. Some even go so far
as to say that the increasing el·
derliness of many justices may
lead to shrinking productivity
and intellectual dullness.
However, I would argue for
the importance of lifetime ap·
pointments, which ensure that
justices can express their honest
and sincere opinions to the court
without having to worry about

re-elections or forced retirement.
I believe that lifetime appoint·
ments also foster a greater sense
of stability in the court system
and consistency about how the
Constitution is interpreted. As
for arguments about age poten·
tially inhibiting productivity and
intellectual capacity, I would cite
the oldest Supreme Court Jus·
tice currently on the bench, Ruth
Bader-Ginsburg, who is not only
as sharp as the day she was ap·
pointed, but who has also become
somewhat of a cultural icon.
Nominated to the Supreme
Court by former President Bill
Clinton, the 82 year-old justice
has no plans to retire soon de·
spite incessant public nagging to
step down. The most recent inci·
dent where the public grew concerned about her age happened
when she dozed off a State of
the Union address. When asked
about the incident, Justice Gins·
burg explained that it was not a
result of age but rather a result
of not being "100 percent sober"
after not being able to resist the
"very fine California wine" that
Justice Kennedy brought to the
dinner beforehand. In addition,
she said she had been up quite
late the previous night writing,
stating that her "pen was hot."
I think that this candor is a
testament to Justice Ginsburg's
forthright nature, which is a
quality to be a valued in any
court system. This is also is a tes·
tament to her relatability to the
general public. It is important
that the public feel that that the
Supreme Court is not comprised
of just a bunch of nameless faces
but rather a group of individuals

who represent the public interest
at large and who have human at·
tributes.
In addition, Justice Gins·
burg is known for her power·
fully written and unwavering
dissents against conservative
decisions. Being only the second
woman to be appointed to the
court, Justice Ginsburg became
an influential figure in the revo·
lution that transformed women's
legal rights, as well as their role
in the public world. When asked
why the women's right revolu·
tion happened so quickly, she
answered, ''Well, the tide was in
our favor. We were riding with
the winners."
Even Justice Scalia, with
whom Justice Ginsburg often
disagrees, has become an im·
probably good friend on the
bench due to the Ginsburg's
charismatic nature. He even
went so far as to comment on her
physical fierceness, recalling a
summer when they both taught
on the French Riviera and she
decided to go parasailing.
So to those who disagree
with lifetime appointments I
would say that even despite her
age, it seems that Justice Gins·
burg is not only as intellectual·
ly capable as ever, but time has
also allowed her to add a certain
flare to the occupation. Justice
Ginsburg is one of the great 21st
century role models for women
and men alike, even becoming
somewhat of a celebrity by being
lovingly referred to as the Noto·
rious R.B.G.
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Recognizing the value of the 'arts' to a Liberal Arts education
The academic culture
at Trinity 1s undeniably
dominated by a breadth of
Economics, Political Sci·
ence, or Public Policy ma jors. As just another one of
such students, I agree that
selecting a specific area of
study is particular to indi·
vidual interests. So should
you happen to be extremely
passionate or enthusiastic
about such fields· I am in no
position to question or doubt
your choices. But it is problematic when people choose
to major or enroll in certain
disciplines simply because
they seem to allude to the
prospect of a financially successful future . Sadly, a vast
number of students at Trinity do have a tendency to let
this factor become the driving reason for their academ ic choices. While this already

contradicts the premise of a
liberal arts education, such a
culture has adverse effects on
the treatment of the arts.
The 'arts,' comprising of
disciplines including the visual and studio arts, theatre
and dance, music, and film
studies, seem to be sidelined
within the broader framework of education, simply
because many believe that
they cannot promise the most
'stable' future in the financial
sense. I have met several
people on this campus that
consider it a waste to spend
their money on an education
in the arts.
Not only does this attitude
deny students the opportunity to truly receive an immersive and enriching exerience
that the arts can provide, but
it also has repurcussions on
the general campus atmo-

sphere. Many students remain ignorant, uninterested,
and occassionally even disrespectful towards events, dis·
cussions, and courses within
the arts.
In my experience as a
double major, in Political Science, and Media and Performance, I have to admit that
it has been the arts classes
and experiences that have
truly made my experience at
Trinity more meaningful. Not
only do the arts allow for collaboration, inter-disciplinary
thinking, and the development of a range of conceptual
and technical skills, but they
also allow one to find their
unique perspective towards
life by engaging in the practis
e of physically manifestation
their inner voice.
The unfortunate reality at
Trinity is that many students

will enroll in an arts course,
to fulfill a general distribu ·
tion requirement, or for that
"easy A grade." This very pur·
suit renders one's experience
of an art class futile. The
arts do transcend material,
and tangible constructs (like
grades and financial figures)
and I really wish more people
would value them for these
reasons over others. It is also
especially disheartening to
hear of people not pursuing
their true passion in the arts
because the field isn't "prac·
tical or reliable enough."
It seems crude to belittle a person's passion and
interests simply because of
the prospective future with·
in that particular field. The
quantification of such an
ineffable quality, which ultimately is what the disparity between majors on our

campus stems from, may be
a comment on what we as a
society prioritize in our lives.
It would be hypocritical
to devalue the importance of
economics, political science,
and public policy, but that
is not what I am asking for.
Rather, I ask the campus to
be more open-minded, and
embracing towards the arts,
and the experiences they
have to offer.
The foundation of change
lies within the power of
thought, and altering the
way that we view the role of
the arts within the liberal
arts education, or even more
broadly, within our lives,
will aid in the reallocation of
something that is more than
just, as some people may say,
"a joke."
-PS
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OPINION
U.S. current drinking age is hazardous to health
MADISON OCHS '18
OPINION EDITOR

Countless
stories
have circulated in recent
months regarding alcoholrelated deaths on college
campuses. Horror stories
flash across newspapers
and television sets baring
the details of parties that
got out of hand, initiation
rituals that went horribly
wrong, or just cases of an
individual being alone and
incapable of taking care of
themselves. The common
theme is an excess of alcohol, and the problem is a
solvable one.
The solution, however,
is not to ban parties, segregate housing by gender,
or wipe Greek life from
the campuses at which
Greeks hold influence. In
fact, these elements are
critical for a college experience that is well-rounded,
rewarding, and truly educational. The majority of
learning occurs outside the
classroom, and sterilizing
social interactions will not
save students from poor
decisions or dangerous

mistakes. What happens
when these students graduate and go to a bar for the
first time? What happens
when these students go to
a party and have no concept of how to self-manage and pay attention to
the pace at which they are
drinking?
Taking a variety of
classes across a broad array of disciplines is crucial
to a person's development
and growth as a worldly,
knowledgeable, and adaptable adult. This 1s the
founding principle behind
liberal arts colleges, and it
must extend to the social
aspects of these environ ments as well.
If people learn by experience, how can students
and young people in general be expected to understand their personal limits
when it comes to alcohol?
It is crucial that they be
afforded the opportunity
to learn and, quite frankly,
make mistakes.
As counterintuitive as
it may seem, the drinking
age actually poses a threat
to the health and safety of

young people in the United States. It is no secret
that college students are
able to access alcohol regardless of whether they
are of legal age to buy it,
so the law does no good
to prevent them from actually drinking. What it
does prevent, however, is
consumption of alcohol
rn reasonable, moderate
quantities. Students drink
heavily on weekends hidden away from the judging
eyes of the administration
and any other adults that
may slap them with a disciplinary measure.
The vast majority of
college
students
have
witnessed a gravely ill,
heavily intoxicated peer
stubling across a path or
slumping into an involuntary nap in the corner.
A large number of college
students will have these
experiences
themselves,
many more than once.
The reason for this 1s
not open kegs at parties, or
the influence of Greek life
on American college cam puses. The problem is that
these students have never

been exposed to the college
party environment. No
matter how many times
a high school senior has
missed curfew or snuck out
the back door of the liquor
store, they have never truly had time to adapt to the
culture of a typical college.
Not only do they need to
adjust to the academic rigor, living away from home,
and starting a new chapter
in their lives, but they have
to do so while acclimating
to a newly accessible substance that, unless one is
careful, can quite literally
be lethal.
Changing the legal
drinking age from twen ty-one to eighteen years of
age would be the first step
towards allowing students
the opportuinty to experience adulthood without
feeling the need to binge
and hide from sight. It is
a major responsiblity, and
one that can only be mastered through practice. Experience is the best teacher. I am certain it would be
very easy to find a Trinity
College student who had
a particularly rough night

and vowed to pay more attention the next time they
went out.
There is nothing wrong
with discouraging the excessive consumption of
alcohol rn any environment. There is, however,
something wrong with
making
young
people
avoid medical attention or
care when they need it for
fear of disciplinary consequences. One's transcript
should never get in the
way of health. Trinity can
take strides in solving this
problem by implementing an immunity policy for
first-time offenders, or by
encouraging the prioritiza tion of health over discretion. College students will
drink no matter what, and
the best decision would
be to help them do so in a
way that encourages them
to safely have their fun.
Lowering the drinking
age would almost certainly allow young people the
chance to adjust to the new
responsibility before being
inundated with alcohol as
soon as they arrive ona
college campus.

New cases shed light on double-standard of gay rights
ANNELISE GILBERT '17
OPINION EDITOR

Ever smce Indiana
passed their religious freedom bill, there has been
incessant media coverage
of states and groups speaking out against the new
law. Proponents of the bill
hold that the purpose is to
protect one's right to exercise religion from govern ment intrusion. Indiana
state representative Tom
Washburne attempted to
further explain the reason ing behind the law by stating, "it's important that we
allow our citizens to hold
religious beliefs, maybe
even those we might be
appalled by, and to be able
to express those." Others
interpret the bill to be a
clear license to discriminate against gays and lesbians. So, there seems to
be a need for balance. Is
there any way to protect
one's right to exercise religion while preventing discrimination?
In light of recent disputes over Indiana's law,
many cases have been
brought to the forefront
as examples. Two cases
1n Colorado recently examined in The New York

Times are known as the
"Cake Wars." In the first
case, a gay couple was
turned away by a bakery
in Denver that refused to
make their cake due to
the Christian faith of the
baker. The couple went on
to file a complaint against
the baker, and the court
ruled m their favor. In
the court's decision, the
judge wrote "it may seem
reasonable that a private
business should be able to
refuse service to anyone it
chooses," but that would
fail to "take into account
the cost to society and the
hurt caused to persons who
are denied service simply
because of who they are."
In this case I agree with
the judge's reasoning, but
once the roles are turned,
matters become difficult.
The other case nicknamed
"Cake
Wars"
demonstrates what has
been the common occurrence when cases are created on the opposite side.
Customer Bill Jack visited multiple bakeries this
past summer seeking out
a baker that would make
a strongly biblical cake
for him. Jack requested
a cake shaped like a bible with several religious

messages on it, which included "homosexuality 1s
a detestable sin." Subsequently, Jack was refused
at three different shops.
He claimed he was discriminated against based
on his religion and filed
a complaint, just like the
gay couple in the previous
case did. However, Jack's
complaint was denied by
the state of Colorado because investigators established that he was denied
because the owners of the
shops considered his message to be hateful and offensive, not because of his
faith. Doesn't this create a
double standard? Couldn't
the owner that refused the
gay couple feel that gay
marriage was offensive to
his religion?
Following
Colorado's
rejection of Jack's complaint, Jack issued a statement concerning what
many feel is hypocrisy by
the government. Jack stated, "it is offensive that the
state of Colorado prosecuted Jack Phillips of Masterpiece Cakeshop for bringing his Christian faith to
bear in his decision not to
bake a wedding cake for a
gay couple, yet busine,s s
owners who decide to re-

fuse service to a Christian
wanting Bible verses on
cakes are exonerated by
the state." Republican Rep.
Gordon Klingenschmitt, a
state lawmaker who supports Bill Jack's opinion,
believed the court's decision was unfair and said
"I'm very disappointed
in the hypocrisy that the
Colorado government only
punishes Christian bakers." Klingenschmitt also
asserted that the First
Amendment protects all
bakers and that Jack's
case only demonstrates
bias by the government.
An interesting counterpoint to all the proclamations of the First Amendment freedom of exercise
is the First Amendment
freedom of speech. While
it 1s commonly assumed
that the two must work
simultaneously, they can
also counter each other.
Can the government force
someone to publish what
one considers to be hateful
speech, whether or not it is
religiously affiliated? And
if the government does in
fact require a religious in dividual or organization to
accept work that is against
their values on thel basis tof
antidiscrimination, does
'

(
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that count as a restriction
on freedom of speech?
When questioned about
freedom of speech versus
anti-discrimination, Colorado cites its anti-discrimination law, which aims
at protecting people from
bias in employment, housing, and public accommodations. Additionally, their
anti-discrimination
law
specifically includes gays
and lesbians. Colorado's
anti-discrimination
law
is not the first to be tested. A florist in Washington
was sued for not providing
flowers to a gay wedding. A
photographer in New Mexico was found guilty of violating the state's anti-discrimination law when they
would not take pictures for
a gay couple's commitment
ceremony in 2006.
As
numerous
state
governments go back and
forth on whether or not to
support law similar to Indiana's religious freedom
bill, it will be noteworthy
to see where the federal government decides to
stand. Will the rights of
gays and anti-discrimina tion take precedence
over freedom of religion?
Is there any way for both
rights to coexist?
l '
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Harrison's comment recieves wrong attention
by members of the black
community, and unacceptable by any other
Last Saturday brought party.
a couple of losses for the
A black man callUniversity of Kentucky's mg someone a "n*****,"
men's basketball pro- whether the person is
gram. Not only did they black or white, is in no
squander their perfect way comparable to a
38-0 record m a Final white person saying the
Four rematch from the same. As much as that
prior year against the seems unfair, and as
Wisconsin Badgers, but much as I personally dissophomore point guard agree with the use of the
Andrew Harrison was word entirely in any concaught mumbling a ra- text, it is simply a concial slur under his breath struct.
in the post-game press
Without
trying
to
generalize, many black
conference.
When fellow team- people, especially in the
demographic,
mate
Karl-Anthony younger
Towns was asked about use the term very looseNational Player of the ly, referring to each othYear, Frank Kaminsky, er and others using the
who scored 20 points and word, even using clar11 rebounds, the micro- ifiers such as "white"
phone picked up Harri- or "Spanish" before the
son mumbling "F*** that term itself. For many, it
n*****." The comment 1s a term equivalent to
quickly stirred up contro- the likes of "bro" or "man"
versy, casting a negative and is not derogatory in
light over a player who certain contexts.
Although the word
had been considered a
may be conversational
humble leader.
Despite the fact that in nature in certain conHarrison 1s black and texts, if a white person
Kaminsky is white, many was to refer to anyone usfound the comment inap- ing the term, a majority
propriate. However, I be- of people would be highly
lieve it was taken out of offended, and rightfully
context by many. Many so. The term is undoubthave grown to consid- edly derogatory and has
er the use of the term to no place in the vocabu be acceptable when used lary of white people m
RYAN MURPHY '17
STAFF WRITER

modern society.
I believe the word's
position in modern culture only serves to create a separation between
black and white people.
The term is divisive in
nature, and casual use by
white or black individuals perpetuates division
of the races. If a white
person were to use the
word casually, with no
derogatory undertone, it
would not be acceptable.
So the word's standing
as acceptable, only when
used by black people, is
innately conflicting.
A black Trinity stu dent, Archimede Jerome
'17, said the word is fraternizing: "It's a term of
endearment." However,
he continued that the
word's place 1n history,
as a derogatory way for
white people to refer to
slaves, makes it inappropriate for white men to
use the word in any con text, because it is essentially reverting back to
the word's discriminatory
roots.
I absolutely do not
disagree with the notion
that the word is one of
endearment with: comradely qualities m certain contexts. Having
said that, I still disagree
with the word's presence
in society. Although I ac-

knowledge the word's
historical roots, which
obviously differentiates it
from the likes of ''bro" or
"man," I think its current
role would be the equiva lent of one group of people not allowing another
to use any term like ''bro"
to refer to each other because it would be taken
offensively.
That doesn't mean I
think the term should
be socially acceptable for
any and all races to use;
in fact, I think the opposite. Like I said, I can't
dispute the term's fraternal quality. It is evident
in film, music, and the
media. It's seen even here
on campus. However, the
use of the word in reference to other non-black
people has gotten away
from its post-slavery fraternal roots, and for that
reason I think the word
shouldn't be used.
After the incident
a black ESPN anchor,
Michael Wilbon, openly
stated that he uses the
word casually and as a
term of endearment m
certain contexts, but says
it's understandable that
people want it abolished
from the workplace. He
has said it is a difficult
and complicated issue,
and it is acceptable based
entirely on who uses it

and whom they address.
Andrew Harrison's use
of the word was not discriminatory; it was not
racially charged in any
way. However, it 1s an
example of how the word
has transformed from
a term of endearment
among black peers to a
substitute for the word
guy, and that is extremely controversial, and the
cause for frustration.
Many black people
have the word indoctri·
nated in their vocabularies as a result of the society in which they grow
up. It is not only a con·
struct of the inner city,
either. Black men of all
ages and socioeconomic
statuses are members of
the unique group of individuals who can use the
term without immediately introducing racially
charged themes.
There are no racial or
discriminatory
undertones when black people
use it casually. The issue
lies in the use of the word
conversationally 1n the
presence of white people and the transforma tion of the word into the
reference of any person.
Equality cannot extend
to use of this word because if it did, the term
would again become venemous.

Ted Cruz nomination poses threat to Republican Party
EVAN SCOLLARD '17
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

I'm a Republican. I
sympathize unquestioningly with the parenthesized "R," and despite an
imagined sense of individuality, I vote almost
entirely along party lines.
Maybe then, this sudden
departure from my typical
loyalty reflects the gravity of the issue that now
threatens the demise of
my ideological faction.
The recent and ongoing candidacy announcements have shown us
the extremism that still
plagues the party, cloaked
in misguided Christian
morality and led by the
our most dangerous demagogue, Ted Cruz.
His Princeton education and distinguished
clerkship mislead us to a
sense of assurance. This
feeling is consistently un dermined by his zealous
commitment to the archaic
convictions of generations
past. In fact, he champions the last few ridicu -

lous beliefs that shackle to
GOP a bygone era of social
oppression and an arbitrary notion of uniformity
- opposition to women's
rights, environmental protection, and gay marriage.
Cruz entrenches himself
in unreasonable positions
on these social issues, appealing only to a base of
voters that would never
turn away from the party
and simultaneously scaring away every undecided
American with moderate
intelligence and access to
a voting booth.
He fancies himself a
political archetype, m
the likeness of Reagan or
H.W., but makes his name
in cheap, public stunts,
like filibustering his own
bill, rather than a commitment to innovative policy construction. Though
they unilaterally dismiss
Obama's administration
as ineffectual, Republicans can at least realize
the bold legislative steps
that the President has
taken in accordance with
his political vision. Cruz's

political career, however,
has focused on antagonism and vocal criticism of
Democratic policy without
bringing anything significant to the floor himself.
But I suppose I fear
most that he'll secure the
nomination. If he does, he
will spread the message
that the elephants have
killed themselves with
obsolete conventionalism
during a time of progression. When we insist on
lecturing the educated
masses on the perils of homosexuality and the ethical quandaries of abortion,
we alienate independent
voters and undermine our
platform as a whole. How,
really, can a candidate defend a respectable stance
on foreign or economic
policy minutes after unabashedly denouncing a
woman's right to her own
body? The answer rests
on a fundamental tenet of
his campaign philosophy.
Cruz has correctly realized that logical and consistent rhetoric delivered
with decorum typically

goes unnoticed, whereas
rabble-rousing
attracts
the most immediate attention. By removing the
nuance and complexity
from controversial issues,
he reduces them to strawmen that he can knock
down in an act of political
extremism that discourages compromise. In essence, he commits himself
to simplified ideals that
can be easily endorsed but
are unrealistic and no lon ger in vogue.
So he stands in front of
the cameras and outlines
his platform as a series
of ultimatums, demanding unwavering support
for Israel, abolishing gay
marriage, and bombing
enemy combatants ''back
into the stone age." The attention this receives, however, has proven mostly
negative. Of course, small
voting pockets appreciate
his defense of Christianity
and hard- lined approach
to military intervention,
but many more dismiss
him as sophomoric. They
are questioning his views.

They are reflecting on the
reality he has ignored.
Considering him in the
context of the subtlety of
international
relations,
the intricacy of environmental sustainability, and
even the voters accepting
his idealized version of reality at face value. Many
find it difficult to agree
with his views upon close
inspection. In fact, I'd wa ger that polling will indicate a greater apprehension among Independents
towards Republicans as
his campaigning progresses.
I obviously hope, then,
that Cruz falls short of the
nomination and cannot
pose the tremendous risk
of act ally winning the
presidency. More importantly, though, I believe
that leaving him off the
ticket might signal very
clearly to the reluctant Independents that the GOP
has finally left behind our
last vestiges of anachro·
nism and gone a long with
the social progression that
our generation demands.

NEWS
Professors assess U.S. - Cuba relations at Smith House
Last Thursday, students gathered at the
Smith house for an engaging conversation orga nized by Trinity's Amnesty International Chapter
on the future of Cuba and
United States relations,
which ended with a lively
exchange of ideas. Professor Eire from Yale University and Trinity's own
Professor Figueroa led
the conversation. Both
with relatively opposed
points of view, managed to
answer all the questions
raised by the students.
Professor Eire provided some context, relating that on Dec. 1 7 two
speeches were delivered,
one from Obama in Washington, and one from
Raul Castro in Habana,
Cuba.
While Obama's
speech discussed the negotiations that the two
nations had been having,
indicating that Cuba was
moving towards positive
change in ideology, Castro made it clear that

are merely cosmetic, and
that in fact, the U.S. has
never ceased relations
with Cuba. Indeed, they
have staff and an equivalent to an ambassador
in Habana. Furthermore,
Eire surprised the au dience by claiming that
there is no embargo at all.
What is more, the U.S. is
Cuba's fifth largest trade
partner, and supplies
it mostly with food and
cloth. Lifting the embargo, Eire argues, is simply
granting Cuba credit, as
currently they are allowed to trade only if they
pay with cash in advance.
Figueroa added to this
point, saymg that it 1s
highly unlikely that Cuba
will change its behaviors
and its system, especially
because the government
still has an important
percentage of supporters.
After explaining the
many fallacies of Obama's
speech and opening the
eyes of the audience to
the actual reality of Cu ban-American relations,
Eire mentioned that the
U.S. is looking to remove

ing to Eire, would be a
terrible mistake, as Cuba
has links with Hamas,
Iran, and North Korea,
among other countries
and groups, and provides weapons to many
of them. In fact, Russia
has reopened a Soviet-era
spymg station m Habana. Re-engaging in relations with Cuba would
imply the United States'
agreement with and support for the acts of terror
that they are involved
in. Moreover, opening
relations with Cuba and
removing it from "State
Sponsors of Terrorism"
list would cast the United States in a hypocritical light. The U.S. is
known to intervene in
other nations to prevent
terrorism, and to pursue
warmer relations with a
state known for associa tions terrorist organiza tions would be a betrayal
not only of U.S. values,
but of the United States
international interests.
To expound on his argument against opening
relations with Cuba, Eire

occurs in many regions of
the country and sectors
of its economy. It is most
prevalent in the tourism
industry. Foreign investors, mainly from Europe
and Canada, own many
of the hotels and resorts
in Cuba and under Cu ban law they are forced to
pay their workers European or Canadian wages.
That would not present a
problem, however, were
it not for one key detail:
the government receives
workers' paychecks and
keeps 92 percent of them.
Thus, the Cuban workers
only receive 8 percent of
their wages. Additionally,
Cubans are only allowed
into the resorts if they are
employed there. This system bears a resemblance
to the Apartheid system
in South Africa. By open ing relations with Cuba
and allowing American
tourism, the U.S. would
be fattening the wallets of
Cuban generals who keep
their countrymen's paychecks, while contributing to a system of slavery.
Professor
Figueroa

than China or Vietnam,
if Cuba is following the
Maoist system of communism?" To this question, Eire responded in a
raised voice, that we sim ply should not. He said
that he wishes to never
return to Cuba, and that
he does not feel sorry for
what he left behind because his entire family is
dead, at least partially as
a result of Cuba's policies.
He claimed that he did not
care about that, and that
all he cares about are human rights. He strongly
said that the U.S. is minimizing, ignoring, and to
an extent hiding all of
the human rights violations committed by these
countries in exchange
for economic benefits.
Overall, the conversa tion left Trinity students
with a lot to reflect on. Eire
tore apart a wall of halftruths and word games
that the United States'
government has put forward regarding relations
with Cuba. Attendees
may well think twice before going to Cuba for va -
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and unyielding. Eire argued that the speeches
and purported changes

ror-sponsor states, in order to justify "lifting the
embargo." This, accord-

the Cuban government
endorses a system of
modern slavery. Slavery

and asked the audience; ''Why do we have
to treat Cuba differently

would be complicit in the
oppression and effective
slavery of many Cubans.

DANIELLA SALAZAR '17

CONTRIBUTING WRITER

"Take Back the Night" addresses sexual assault on campus
continued from page 1
can speak to Laura
Lockwood, the director of
the Women and Gender
Resource Action Center
located on the second floor
of Mather Hall. Additionally, those who need to
consult someone can go
to The Health Center in
Wheaton Hall to speak
with Director Martha
Burke O'Brien and any
staff members.
President
Berger-Sweeney spoke after
this introduction, stressing the importance of raising awareness of sexual
assault. She added that
one of the first tasks she
dealt with as President of
Trinity College involved
organizing a task force to
help prevent sexual misconduct. She stated that
one of her top priorities
here at Trinity is to battle
the rampant sexual harassment, sexual assault,
abusive
relationships,
stalking, gender identity
violence and gender discrimination that pervades

college campuses.
Trinity's Title IX Coordinator, Dean Spurlock-Evans spoke after
this, explaining the Sexual Assault Response
Team's goal of providing
"support, assistance, explanation of reporting
options, medical help,
counseling, and referrals"
to victims and survivors
of sexual assault, rape,
partner violence,
and
stalking. Spurlock- Evans
explained that when reporting sexual assault,
students have five options: 1. disclose anonymously online, 2. talk to
the chaplains, counseling
center, or rape/domestic
violence hotlines in com plete confidence, 3. ask
the college to investigate,
4. ask the police to investigate, 5. talk to a SART
member for help and support.
The President and
Spurlock-Evans were followed by a preformance by
the Trinity College Moveable Joints, who provided some comic relief. The

group sought to show the
audience, with a bit of humor, how to easily prevent
sexual assault from occurring at a college party, because this is often where
sexual misconduct occurs.
When it seems like such
a case is unraveling, such
as the example provided
by the Joints, where a guy
is taking a girl home who
has had too much to drink
in the hope of having sex,
there are several methods
to help inhibit assault.
One includes distraction,
where friends of both the
girl and the guy distract
either party by inviting
them to dance or, in the
example, "go play some
beer pong." Additionally, friends of either party
can try to talk to them to
instill reasons about er
ther being too drunk to go
home with the guy, as in
the case of the girl in the
example, or convincing
the guy that it is not acceptable to hook up with
a girl who is too intoxicated, as in the example
provided. The presenta -

tion stressed that those
who are too drunk, passed
out, asleep, or otherwise
incapacitated cannot give
consent for any sexual
act, whether it be kissing,
touching, or penetration
of any kind. The theme
of "if you see something,
do something'' came from
these simple steps that
any student on campus
should be able to exercise in order to help out a
friend or stranger.
Ward then shared a
moving story of a longsince graduated Trinity
student, who was drugged
and raped during her
freshman year at Trinity. The student repressed
the memories of her rape
for three years before finally admitting to herself
and others what had happened. Sexual assault can
cause long-lasting trauma
and survivors can be affected in many ways, such
as depression, slipping
grades, and other problems. Luckily, the student
was grateful for many resources on campus who

helped her come through
not as a victim, but a survivor.
Trinity College Dischords member, Aysha
Salam '18, noted that "it
was nice to see so many
people at the event supporting the cause, and it
was great to be able to perform for the event to help
to spread awareness of
sexual assault." She, like
many other performers in
attendance including Elemental Movement, The
Quirks, The Pipes, and
The Trinitones, roused
the crowd with powerful
performances to support
the effort to prevent sexual and relationship violence.
The
message
was
heard loud and clear, and
attendees learned valuable skills to help prevent
sexual assault in the future. The event was a success, as it was both inspirational and informative,
and it plays a key role
in helping to change the
campus environment on
such an important issue.
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Visting philosophy lecturer discusses ethics of reading
CHRIS BULFINCH '18
NEWS ED ITOR

College students worldwide do a lot of reading. Be
they humanities, sciences,
or arts majors, it is safe
to say that the vast majority of college students
have spent a fair few evenings reading what might
seem like an insurmountable volume of text. This
past Thursday, April 12, a
Common Hour lecture addressed a side of reading
that few people, particularly college students, really
consider: the ethics ofreading. Over the course of an
interesting lecture, Professor Dennis Schmidt from
Boston College considered
the implications of reading
and the written word, using a philosophical text of
Plato's to illustrate his theory: that reading, if done
quickly or improperly, is in
fact an ethical wrong, and
that proper reading is neeessary for a thorough understanding of the world.
Schmidt opened with a
discussion of literacy; he
argued that the process
of learning how to read
fundamentally changes a
person and their ability to
live life. Plato argued that
wlien one ea s, th,c,-,i'"'"Zn"efilled with the words of another person - their mind
belongs to the thoughts
of someone who is absent.
Further, since many texts
were (and are) written by
those who are now dead,
Plato thought that it was
foolish to spend one's days
absorbed in the words of
those who were dead and
gone, those who did not understand living anymore.
Schmidt added to this
point by explaining two observations that he had con-

cerning Plato's views. The
first was that as children
learn how to read, they
are in fact learning something that is intrinsically
human. Words are s1mply images translated into
writing and voice, and by
learning how to read, children gain access to a method of communication and
an ability to express themselves, which is undoubtedly valuable. Schmidt's second observation was that
Plato's negative attitude
towards readings and literacy likely had their origin
in the Greek culture of the
day; illiteracy was widespread, and slaves were
often the ones who were
literate so that they could
read to their masters since their masters would
not bother polluting their
minds with the thoughts
of other (generally dead)
people. Slave masters, believing that reading would
create space in the mind
that did not exist before in
a manner similar to love,
did not want to be changed
permanently by literacy.
The
discussion
expounded on one of Plato's
texts, "Phaedrus," which
Professor Schmidt saw
no a

a

at~ .,.

t7lieory

about reading and literacy.
"Phaedrus" describes the
story of an orator (the titular "Phaedrus") and Socrates having a conversation
that touched on many of
Professor Schmidt's points.
In the text, Socrates asks
Phaedrus to dictate a text
that he had memorized,
which Phaedrus does with
ease. Plato's argument is
that good writing should
not be able to be easily
memorized; good writing
should be able to sustain

itself and have a life of its
own. The dynamism of good
writing is reflected through
its fluidity and its engaging
quality - the reader should
read a text and think about
things outside of the writing, to be enthralled by
what the author has to
say, to make the author's
voice timeless. Poor writing, by contrast, is "like an
epitaph" in that it is dead,
static, and two-dimensional. Good writing is writing
that allows the dead to
speak, and to tell a modern audience of their times,
to share their perspective,
their truth and their reality. A literate person can
see history as it happened
to those who lived it, giving them undeniable wisdom - unfortunately, not
all writing is of this caliber.
Plato's story of Phaedrus
continued by comparmg
knowledge to a garden. Professor Schmidt explained
that Plato was referencing
the "Garden of Adonis,"
a famous myth from Pia to's time. The "Garden of
Adonis" was planted to
honor the death of Adonis,
a hero of the Greek myths,
known as the lover of Aphrodite, goddess of love.
T he Gar en wuo plauled
quickly and given special
nourishment to grow more
quickly than usual - the
result was a garden with
plenty of plants but no
roots, all aesthetic and no
substance (tellingly like
the man it was created
for). Plato makes the argument that a life devoted
to reading books is like the
Garden of Adonis, without roots m reality and
not true or substantive.
It is on this final point
that Professor Schmidt

makes a critical distinction, a distinction that underpins his philosophical
argument; it is not reading
that can create a "Garden of
Adonis" in people, it is not
reading properly. Professor
Schmidt argued that if one
reads something too quickly, if one reads something
and does not fully understand it, does not consider
it from many angles, does
not think critically about
what it is that they have
read, or does not read the
text in its original, whole
form, then their knowledge is incomplete. Like
the "Garden of Adonis,"
it is untethered, lacking
substance. This distinction
demonstrates the difference between being able to
read and knowing how to
read; to cultivate a healthy
garden, one needs to allow
it to grow at its own pace.
With this logic m mind,
rushing reading is the same
as rushing plants - thus,
proper reading is reading
done slowly, thoughtfully, and methodically. With
this m mind, Professor
Schmidt confessed his fear
that the modern age, particularly with the proliferation of technology and the

With all of the stresses and distractions in the
lives of students, students
charged with reading and
contemplating a vast num·
her of texts, it is hardly a
stretch to see the validi·
ty of Professor Schmidt's
concerns. Nonetheless it is
important to believe that
literacy can still help the
past to interact with the
present, and to make sure
that despite all of the pres·
sure, students can still ab·
sorb some amount of their
coursework, that they can
derive some meaning from
what they are told to read,
so that the voices of the past
do not go silent. College
professors not just at Trin·
ity but nationwide might
also do well to consider the
implications of Professor
Schmidt's talk. While the
ethics or reading certainly
occupy the minds of certain
professors, this concern is
not reflected in the syllabi handed out to college
classes. Professors may
want to conisder the time
contraints that are placed
on their students, so that
they can truly learn and
engage meaningfully with
the material, to cultivate
healthy gardens, to coin

demc1uLl::i on peo·

a phrase. A JJ~lance_.must

pie's time, will be the death
of proper reading and the
cultivation of true knowledge - a sobering notion.
Professor Schmidt ended the discussion with a
question and answer session, which allowed the attendees to absorb and consider what he had said. The
questions reflected his con cern for the state of reading in the modern world,
and spurred an interestmg conversation about
Professor Schmidt's ideas.

be struck between quality
and quantity, to ascertain
how much reading can be
assigned and reasonably
read. Unfortunately, the
style of most professors is
to just assign everything
and hope that the students
can fit it all in. This is not
necesarily the most ethical
system, at least accord·
ing to Professor Schmidt
But, says the popular
refrain, that's just college.

conITTifn

Community members consider ideas for downtown building
continued from page 1
building
contains
classrooms and meeting
spaces, lounge and break·
fast areas, all with open
floor plans, as well as atri ·
um lobbies and a 200-seat
capacity
amphitheater.
The upper two floors consist of high-quality office
space that would be tern porarily leased to build
some sort of revenue as
Trinity gradually grows
into the new acquisition.
As President Joanne
Berger-Sweeney shared
in a February 19 letter
to the campus community, the acquisition of
200 Constitution Plaza
provides an opportunity
to "enhance the overall

educational
experience
at Trinity by expanding
our programming opportunities and providing
an additional focal point
for further integration
with the Hartford com munity." The President's
priorities revolve around
a synergistic connection
being built between the
different functions of the
building and the different interests, talents, and
needs of Trinity students,
faculty, and the Hartford
community. In order for
the integration of the
building into Trinity life
to be successful, everyone
will need to participate
in some way, shape, or
form. The building provides another outlet for

Trinity and Hartford to
engage with one another.
This cooperation will ultimately be an opportunity for everyone to reflect
on their values, goals,
and aspirations for the
institution
collectively.
As more schools such
as UConn and Capitol
College make a presence
in the downtown area,
Trinity will have the opportunity to engage in the
city as a small liberal arts
college, lending its own
perspective. However, as
the open forum went on,
it became apparent that a
lot of students seemed to
worry about how Trinity's
ambiance could be altered
if part of the school were
to move about three miles

out into the city. Several
students expressed that
although they were ex·
cited about what the new
building could bring to
the Trinity and Hartford
community, they wanted to ensure that school
worked consciously to
keep the college united
as one entity. Conversation also indicated that
daily and easily accessible transportation to and
from Constitution Plaza
would be needed in order
to have constant movement of students, faculty and the community in
the Hartford area. The
administration
would
very much like to avoid
having Trinity split into
two "islands," as it were.

The
recently
purchased building presents
many opportunities and
challenges that the ad·
ministration wants the
whole community to be
aware of. However, the
message is clear. Presi ·
dent Berger Sweeney is
prepared to be bold and
engaging with Trinity's
new endeavor. Two hun·
dred Constitution Plaza
presents room for Trin·
ity to gradually expand
its presence in Hartford
and into the greater
community. This new el·
ement of campus infrastructure will be both
historically
significant
and reflective of Trinity's
innovative leadership in
a liberal arts education.

FEATURES
Trinstagram \Velcomes spring and quadding season

COURTESY OF (clockwise from top left): Mac Mitchell '16, Catie Currie '17, Bantam Sports, Deane Pless '17, Trinity College, Trinity Admissions, Isabelle Choy '17 and Kaitlin Lewis '17
The beautiful weather led many students to trade in their spot at the library for a seat on the quad to chat with friends, do homework, tan, grill, and play sports.

Sedona Georgescu '17 recreates memories in her room
MAGGIE ELIAS '17
FEATURES EDITOR

A dorm room is the perfeet oooortunity for i;;omeo:rie to express themselves
in any way they want.
For the amount of time
spent in a dorm room, it
is also important to make
it as warm, welcoming,
and cozy as possible.
Sedona Georgescu '17
was able to make her
room in The Fred her
ideal living space. The
Fred, which may not be
well known to most stu dents, is located within
the Summit Suites on the
south end of campus. It is
a dormitory committed to
putting on events every
Friday night, creating
engaging groups based
on students' interests
that are open to all, and
providing a common freespace area for the entire

college community.
Georgescu has the best
of both worlds, sharing
a quad with three other roommates while still
having her own individual space. As someone who
loves decorating and interior design, Georgescu
was responsible for not
only her room, but the
common room as well.
The common room is deeorated with a floral tapestry, a Trinity flag, and a
light up "Hello" sign. It is
also filled with personal
furniture rather than the
average dorm furniture.
As one enters Geargescu's room, eyes are
automatically drawn to
the fluffy, bright green
and blue paisley duvet
and her favorite matching throw blanket. It
immediately adds some
warmth and relaxation
to the room. Her walls

.

COURTESY OF Sedona Georgescu '17
Georgescu decorates her room with many homemade pieces.

are covered in memories,
with photos, collages, and
other homemade decor
scattered all over them.
Many of the pictures are
of family, friends from
home, and Trinity buds
too. One of her closest
friends made her a one of
a kind piece - a calendar
made from paint sam ples. It's a special touch
that reminds Georgescq
of home.
Georgescu also added
more personal touches
by getting rid of some of
COURTESY OF Sedona Georgescu '17
the classic tacky Trini- Georgescu's room is filled with beautiful colors and patterns.
ty dorm furniture. She
replaced her desk chair terior decorating interest rating her room for holwith a comfortable white with Georgescu.
idays. She has plenty
and blue lounge chair. In
One unique piece in of decorations for Haladdition, Georgescu pur- Georgescu's room is the loween,
Thanksgiving,
chased a cream loveseat cardboard deer head that Valentine's Day, St. Patfor some extra sitting or is mounted on her wall, rick's Day and even a
sleeping space when she named Bucky. Bucky's pink, sparkly tree for
has visitors. The rugs and twin, Rudolph, is at home Christmas. Except for the
curtains in her room are with Georgescu's sister tree, the majority of her
also trendy additions to and serves as a constant holiday decorations are
the typical boring Trinity reminder of her sisterly homemade.
room. One piece is a fuzzy bond. The deer head was
When asked about her
shag rug and the other made by Georgescu and room design, Georgescu
is a beautiful flower de- her sister and is covered wrote, "the hardest part
sign. The curtains match with a garland of hearts, was finding a balance bethe rugs with their teal which is also homemade .
tween form and function.
shade.
Another
important My room is only so big and
The lamb, perched part of her room is the I needed space for storage
on the back on the lo- bookshelf above her desk. but I wanted to maintain
veseat, is a piece from Overflowing with all of the ambience of order. I
Georgescu's childhood. In her many course books want people to step into
the midst of a move, her and favorite stories and my room and forget they
grandmother came across novels, it is put to good are in a college dorm.
the stuffed animal and use every single day. Why should we be limitinsisted that Georgescu There are also many pic- ed by a few cinder block
keep it in her room as a ture frames and souve- walls and a sad wooden
memento. In addition, nirs scattered throughout chair? I encourage all stu the throw pillow was a the shelf.
dents to take the pledge
gift from a close friend,
Georgescu
always to go forth and decorate
who shared a similar in - thoroughly enjoys deco- with pride!"
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Andrew Hatch '17 explains the history of the Carillon
continued from page 1
"voluntary'' audience, a car·
illonneur plays for a captive
one. Bystanders do not have
much of a choice if they want
to listen or not, and any tour
guide can attest to the difficultly of trying to speak to
a group when the carillon is
blaring in the background.
Trinity's carillon is classified
as a municipal instrument
and as such, provides music
to tens-of-thousands of peo·
ple in the greater Hartford
area. Keeping in mind that
everyone might not appreci·
ate the music selections, we
mostly stick to the classics
like Handel and Mozart. We
try to select non-intrusive
pieces providing a melodic

theme, without being over·
whelming. Taylor & Sons is
known for their low, sono·
rous base notes. If you are
a Jarvis resident and have
found yourself being jolted
from your bed on a Satur·
day morning at 12:30, you
can thank these large bells.
The lowest note is the hourdon bell, tuned to B flat,
weighing a staggering 5,600
pounds, while the high·
est note, tuned to a high C,
weighs about 28 pounds.
People always ask how I
initially got involved in play·
ing the carillon and to be
honest, it was purely by hap·
penstance- I was working in
the chapel one day and our
college carillonneur, Ellen
Dickinson, came in to make

COURTESY OF flickr.com
The music that echos outside of the Chapel is more than noise.

some photocopies, and the
rest, as they say, is history.
Trinity is very fortunate to
have such a highly regarded
carillonneur playing week·
ly recitals and serving as
the official carillonneur for
school events. Should you
be interested in learning
to play the carillon for fun
or academic credit, please
let us know. We would love
to have you join our guild.
The carillon is a unique
instrument in that it re·
quires a bit of physical involvement on the part of
the player. First, you have
to climb the 150 steps to
the player's chamber. Once
there, the player must hit ha·
tons, which resemble levels
by making a closed fist and
hitting the batons with con·
siderable force. The batons
connect to wires, which run
to the belfry. In the belfry, the
wires pull tension rods, which
then pull a clapper to strike
the bell. Whenever I give
tours people are never sure
what to expect. Unlike some
chime systems in Europe,
our bells remain stationary
while playing; the only thing
that moves is the clapper.
Tours of the tower are
frequently given throughout
the academic year and we
highly encourage that you go
on one. Every tour includes
a comprehensive rundown

COURTESY OF Andew Hatch '17
The Carillon is an piece with a fascinating history at Trinity.
of chapel history and car- of Hartford residents withillon technique. If you are in a five-mile radius of the
around during the summer, tower for generations and
the college hosts world-re· we frequently receive words
nowned carillonneurs during of thanks for our work from
our summer concert series. the community. The carHundreds of concertgoers illonneur remains mostly
bring picnic dinners and anonymous, and most peo·
relax on the quad during a ple think that it is controlled
beautiful summer evening. by a computer - it's not. A
The last thing that needs real person is up there play·
some explaining is this par· ing whenever you hear it.
adox of the carillon player.
While Yik-Yak remains
Seldom does a carillonneur my sharpest critic, I hope
play with an audience in the that you will take a moment
tower. Yet, the carillon has to enjoy the background
the largest audience of any sounds from the belfry when
instrument. Our carillon you are relaxing on tJ.ie quacl
has been a part of the lives and come visit for a tour!

1930s at Trinity \Vas not so different than today
KELLY VAUGHAN '17

FEATURES EDITOR

Most Trinity students
would agree that some of
their favorite aspects of the
school include the beautiful architecture, closeness
among friend groups and
students, and the history
and traditions that lie 'neath
the elms. Looking back at
old copies of The Ivy, Trini·
ty's yearbook, I got the sense
that the student body was
more vivacious than pre·
vious decades. The photos
printed throughout showed
students having class on
the quad, surrounding the
construction site of the
Chapel, and tossing a foot·
ball during their free time.
The photos from the yearbook show a much more clas·
sic style. The tennis team, for
example, truly embodied the
definition of "tennis whites,"
wearing white slacks, white
button downs or polos, and
Trinity knit letter sweaters.
Furthermore, rather than de·
picting stress, pledging activ·
ities, or confusion, there were
now both academic and social
superlatives and images rep·
resenting the various class
years. Superlatives included
"Most Likely to Marry First,"
"Best Natured," "Handsom·
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Pictured above (L to R): The construction of the Chapel during the 1930s, the men's tennis team, and a shot of Northam Towers.
est," and "Best Student." worked to build up the spirit first bits of green campus, general. We should not only
Other reflections included of the school by building the and we have seen the ce· remember, but also continue
"Favorite Cigarettes," "Fa· Chapel. The construction of ment-mixers, other symbols to embrace and appreciate
vorite Automobile," "Best the Chapel, Trinity's most of our great machine age, the beautiful and outstandvs. Worst Lecturer," and iconic work of architecture, coming with their vast loads ing history of Trinity Col·
"Favorite Women's Club." as well as the city of Hart· of fluid solidity to mould lege. To this day, students
Tradition
still
shone ford's, is the highlight of foundations which will out· crowd the quad during nice
through; in earlier editions this decade in our school's last the weathers of many weather and wear graph·
of The Ivy, the illustrations history. Today, the Chap· ages to come. We feel that we 1c clothing showing off
introducing each class year el remains both a spiritual have a real connection with Trinity's name and logo.
were of knights - most like· and historical part of Trinity the new chapel, for its begin·
Whether or not we show
ly students - on horses at· and is often featured in stu· nings and its completion will this appreciation by exam·
tempting to conquer their dent's Instagram feeds. The have been ours to watch. For ining historical documents
time at Trinity. Additionally, 1931 edition of The Ivy con· us it is one of the many ties at the Watkinson Library,
the senior class was repre· tained an essay titled, "The that bind us to Trinity, a sym· getting involved in organi·
sented by a cap and gown, New Trinity College Chapel," bol for us to live up to in the zations on campus that truly
rose, pipe, book and diploma, with a notable quote repre· years to come and something empower the student body,
the same images that signify senting the emotional mean· vital which we shall connect or simply Instagraming a
commencement at any school ing of this iconic building: with our college life forever." photo of friends enJoying
during any time period.
''We have watched from
The 1930s at Trinity their time on the quad, the
Despite the fact that the the time the ground was first was both deeply significant past, present, and future
1930s were a time of eco· broken. We have seen the to the college's history and Bantams all share a close
nomic depression, Trinity steam shovels pick up the truly iconic of the decade in bond as Trinity students.

Arts & Entertainment
Cinestudio revie\V: ''Blue is the Warmest Color''
TRIP SLAYMAKER '18
STAFF WRITER

Is there such a thing as
love at first sight? "Blue is the
Warmest Color," playing on
one night only this Wednesday, April 15 at Cinestudio
wants to prove that there is.
Adele, a 15 year-old girl, is literally stopped in her tracks as
she crosses the street one day.
The cause of her sudden jolt: a
blue-haired, 22 year old artist
named Emma.
Adele is a little more than a
child. She has often felt adrift
in the world, with few friends
or interests. With wild brown
hair and a tendency to slack in
her social life, it's a part of her
most basic and intrinsic nature
that she is out of phase with
the things that are happening
around her.
But on this day, without so
much as a warning, she has
fallen in love in the same way
that a person might walk into
a sliding glass door. Is Adele a
lesbian? If she is, it's news to
her. All that she knows for sure
is that the longer she is forced
to go without seeing this woman, the more pain she will have
to endure. Young Adele twitches and coughs - it's as though
her feelings are poisoning her
more and more every day. But
before long, she spots her bluehaired muse again, and a relationship begins.

Emma is an eccentric - she
sees in Adele a very adultlike
loneliness. The 15 year-old is a
stranger in a strange land that
she cannot hope to understand
on her own. Their feelings toward each other intensify and
become physical, and Emma
and Adele navigate each other's
feelings using a filter of European art and philosophy. They
see themselves in terms of Sartre and Klimt, and at the same
time, we see in them, a cosmic
inevitability. Their souls have
entwined themselves, and cannot be unwound.
The months flutter by in a
hail of warm French sunlight
mingled with electric blue, and
the couple continues to live in
the new Belle Epoch that they
have built around themselves.
The opinions of friends and
family members matter less
and less the older our heroines become, and soon, years
have passed. A new element
seeps into their dream-life: the
two women are growing apart.
The old passion of the past is
gone, and the very grim reality
sets in: when Adele and Emma
found themselves, they realized they had little in common
with each other. Adele must
reconcile her doubt, and keep
moving forward past these new
challenges, or take the risk of
being on the outside again, out
of sync and completely alone.
She had nothing before Emma,

and she would have nothing
without her.
Director Abdellatif Kechiche makes us question the
validity of romantic love in all
its forms. Is falling in it and
having your heart broken the
only surefire way to understanding your true self? And
vice versa: does one need to
understand one's own feelings
to be happy and in love? The
result is a gorgeous and emotionally costly piece of film
that moved and saddened me.
Kechiche must be a bold man
to make a movie like this. Its'
emotionally wrenching, visually glorious, and graphically
fearless: the romance scenes
here are not for the squeamish.
They work though, because of
their complete honesty, and
because of that same filter of
French sensibility and art-culture that permeates the film.
One probably wouldn't blush
looking at an impressionist
nude painting - the hopeful
theory is that you will see these
scenes in the same light.
"Blue Is the Warmest Color" is bold in that way, but ingeniously subtle in others - by
the end of the film, we have
watched Adele grow from a J\aive girl into a very independent
woman without even noticing how quickly the time was
passing. Filmmaking like that
is tough to pull off successfully, especially side by side with

themes like sexuality, adulthood, rejection and fate. Rather
than chaptering his story with
road signs and milestones, Kechiche makes it known that this
is a coming-of-age story told in
a haze of emotional blindness so
carefully procured that in time,
glances and smiles mean more
than words and monologues. It's
no coincidence that the film won
the Palme D'Or at the Cannes

Film Festival when it was
shown there.
"Blue Is the Warmest Color" is an excellent film, and
one that I thoroughly enjoyed
watching. But the thing is,
it hurts to watch. Some of
the best movies are like this:
I'm happy that I saw it - you
would be too - but the whole
truth is that I don't want to
see it again for a long time.
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Abdelliatif Kechiche's 2013 film "Blue is the Warmest Color."

Spacesuites and Afros make for energetic Mill concert
MATIAS PRIBOR '16
STAFF WRITER

For those who are unaware, the direction of popular music has re-entered the
realm of disco. Astronaughty
and ''RIPE's" performances
at the Mill on Saturday night
testify to this fact. While
the crowd was thin at times,
those who were in attendance
thoroughly enjoyed the stylings of both bands who channeled their inner funkiness.
The night began with Astronaughty who, true to their
name, took the stage decked
out in space suites. The dance
floor began to fill as the duo
played disco and dance tunes
on their authentic vinyl turntable. Based in Brooklyn, NY,
Astronaughty inventively infused their space theme with
the underrated and newly
popular disco trend built upon
the work of luminaries such
as Todd Terie and 2 Bears.
The music varied throughout the set, but mainly channeled the essence of disco and
house music in the style that
has become increasingly popular in the dance genre. One

concert goer compared the
duo to Daft Punk, bringing a
similar energy to the mill performance space. Astronaughty had the crowd jumping
before the main act ever took
the stage.

The evening's headliner,
Ripe, also based out of Brooklyn, NY, featured and was
led by the notable talents of
Robbie Wulflsohn on vocalswhose wild afro hair lent
to the band's funky styling.

Wulflsohn, led the charge on
the dance floor during Astronaughty's set, blew the crowd
away with his singing, accompanied by a wickedly talented
ensemble of guitars, drums
and horns.

COURTESY OF ventsmagazine.com
Astronaughty, and Ripe (above) delivered energetic performances at the Mill on April 11.

Ripe provided a truly
unique performance that
fluidly complimented Astronaughty's opening songs.
With a blend of college rockband sound and old school
Motown soul, Ripe rocked
the crowd and as is the case
with most jam-bands, there
were a plethora of guitar
solos and truly funky horn
riffs. The performance was
aesthetically pleasing and
Ripe delivered a thouroughly entertaining and fun show
for all in attendance. Moreover, the band appeared to
enjoy themselves on stage,
which translated to the energy of the crowd.
Following Ripe's act, As·
tronaughty's Charles Pinel
spun an impromptu DJ set
reminiscent of Blaise Belville's famous Boiler Room
series for the lingerers at
The Mill, a near perfect end
for an energetic and overall
fun show. You did not have
to be a music lover to appre·
ciate the energy and good
vibes that both performanc·
es brought to yet another
successful night of music at
the Mill.
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''Bloodline'' brings new tense family drama to Netflix
DAN WILKINS '16
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
On Mar. 9, Netflix released
13 episodes for the first sea·
son of its new original series,
"Bloodline," made by the ere·
ators of "Damages": Glenn
Kessler, Todd A. Kessler, and
Daniel Zelman. "Bloodline" is
a family drama that relies on
rich character development to
make the viewer invest heavily
in an otherwise lackluster plot.
In this, it succeeds, as each of
the show's characters demand
a range of emotional connec·
tions from the viewer.
"Bloodline" follows the
chaotic events that surround
the Rayburn family, when the
oldest son, Danny (Ben Men·
delsohn), returns home to the
Florida Keys. He joins his sib·
lings to celebrate the 45th an·
niversary of the well· known
Rayburn Resort, started by
their father, Robert (Sam Shep·
ard). But Danny is the outcast
of the family. He resists ostra cism and consequently creates
the show's central conflict,
which examines the relations
of a family of six individuals
who all fight demons. The plot
alone creates a mildly entertaining thriller, but the show's
greater success is as a charac·
ter piece, with each one as easy
to empathize with as the next.
While the show follows a
linear plotline, it's framed between short clips, which grad·
ually reveal more and more of

two significant scenes in the
Rayburn family drama. The
first is a scene from the past;
an event that left the fami·
ly scarred and changed their
relationships from that point
forward. The second is a scene
from the future, the show's cli·
mactic moment. From both of
these scenes, starting with the
first episode, the viewer learns
that a great conflict has and
will erupt between Danny and
his brother, John (Kyle Chan·
dler). This conflict gives the
show drive, and raises a ques·
tion of morality between right
and wrong.
Ben Mendelsohn delivers a
brilliant performance as Dan·
ny, the misfit who suddenly
wants to return home. He earns
sympathy from his righteous
comments against the way his
family treats him. Danny is as
slick as he is mischievous. He
believes he doesn't deserve to
be abused and undesired like
he is, at times his anguish is
convincing. The scene from his
childhood ultimately portrayed
a family that had a deep, and at
times a seemingly unfair, dis·
trust and hatred for him. Dan·
ny switches between two fac·
es. One side is a charismatic,
lighthearted son and the other
side is a slimy low-life who corroborates with his small time
criminal friend, Eric O'Bannon
(Jamie McShane). His charac·
ter forces the viewer to ques·
tion whether he is truly evil
by nature, or a good person at

'
This summer, get the Yale experience.
Study with students who share
your focus and intensity.
Learn from Yale professors.
Choose from over 200+
for-credit courses.
Live on the historic campus.
Go to summer.yale.edu
now to find out
how to get your Yale
experience started.
Session A:
June 1 - July 3
Session B:
July 6 - August 7
Experience Yale this summer.
See \'-lebiAe for detJds and app:!ca:io'l requirements.
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Ben Mendhelson and Kyle Chandler star in Netflix's new original series "Bloodline."
heart who was merely turned
evil in response to unjust abuse
and exile thrust upon him.
On the opposite side of Dan·
ny stands John. John stayed in
the Keys with the rest of the
Rayburns and became a detec·
tive at the local sheriff's office.
Reprising his mood conveyed
as Coach Eric Taylor on "Fri·
day Night Lights," Kyle Chan·
dler delivers another character
that is responsible, unflappa·
ble, and strong. Unlike Danny,
the Rayburn family loves John.
Each of John's siblings look up
to him - sometimes, ironically,
even Danny. He acts as a born
leader, for his coworkers, his
family, and his town. But John
is not flawless either. When
tensions rise, he acts decisive·
ly, but not necessarily morally.
This moral conflict delivers the
most compelling piece of the
show.
While John and Danny
are the closest the show has
in ways of a protagonist and
antagonist, that line is often
blurred. Their relationship is
strikingly complex because
they are rival characters, but
John feels a stronger connec·
tion with Danny than any of
his siblings. For a while even
John believes that Danny
doesn't deserve the treatment
he receives, and John loves
him. One of the greatest scenes
between John and Danny is not
one of them fighting, but one
in which they have a friendly
night out at a local bar. Danny
suspiciously challenges John to
drink heavily with him-some·
thing that John is too adult to
be accustomed to and renders
him vulnerable. As the scene
unfolds, it seems that Danny
may be aiming for trouble, but
all that becomes of it is a genu·
in~,moment of bonding and lost
brotherly love. This scene caus·

es the viewer to see Danny with
distrust in the same way the
Rayburns do. Upon reflection,
that distrust is unwarranted,
which causes the viewer to further examine whether Danny
deserves the same distrust he
earns from his family.
By the time the show reach·
es its climax, it seems that it
does not matter whether Dan·
ny deserves the abuse his fam·
ily gives him, because it is too
late. Whether he was evil to
begin with or his family made
him evil is unimportant because, whatever the cause, he
has become too evil to love. The
viewer is left with no choice
but to side against Danny and
to side with John and the Ray·
burn family. Even so, Danny
remains his darkly comical,
independent self until the end.
Even as he becomes undeniably
evil, his unwavering character
draws attention to the flaws
that remain in every member
of the Rayburn family, including John. Danny becomes a
scapegoat and is made to suffer
on behalf of his whole family's
transgressions.
While the strongest rela·
tionship comes between the
two oldest sons, it is well sup·
ported by the two youngest
Rayburn children, Kevin (Norbert Leo Butz) and Meg (Linda
Cardellini). Kevin plays a loyal,
simple, genuine, but conflicted
man who struggles with both
alcohol and his marriage. At all
times, Kevin wants what is best
for him and his family-even if
that means cutting out Danny.
Despite his problems, Kevin is
easy to relate to and depicts a
nostalgic, Florida Keys style
character. Contrasting him is
Meg, who is a sophisticated
lawyer yet unable to control
her romantic life. Meg's flaw is
adultery, and when: her engage·

ment falls apart, her transgres·
sions seem as bad as any of the
Rayburn's.
The most complex char·
acter aside from Danny is the
understated Sally Rayburn
(Sissy Spacek). Sally is the
sweet, caring mother, often left
out of decisions and vital family information. She loves all
her children dearly and wish·
es only for the best of each of
them. But even she is flawed,
and is as condemnable as any
of the Rayburns. The beautiful
way in which she uncondition·
ally loves Danny becomes overshadowed by the way she has
denied him relief from blame
since the traumatic event from
their past. She bears as much
responsibility as any of the
Rayburns, and thus even her
soft character is not without its
problems.
"Bloodline" delivers a sus·
penseful drama that drives at
the questions between right
and wrong, and good and evil,
as it relates to a deeply trou·
bled family. The characters are
masterfully created, making
this series a must watch. Net·
fl.ix has confirmed it will renew
the series for a second season to
premiere in 2016. While this is
among the best seasons of Net·
fl.ix Originals, I have tempered
expectations for season two.
Given the end to season one,
it is impossible for the show to
continue with its same family
dynamics and rising intensity. I
fear that in the next season the
weak plot and redundant mate·
rial may make "Bloodline" fall
flat and fail to reproduce the
drama from its first thirteen
episodes. However, the show
has been so well written so far
that I reserve hope that it can
be redesigned to achieve the
same level of greatness with
newly crafted conflicts. '

SPORTS
Men's Second Varsity and Women's team shine in regattas
WILLIAM SNAPE IV '18
STAFF WRITER

The Men's Rowing team
traveled to Camden, New
Jersey to compete in the
17th annual Knecht Cup on
Mercer Lake. The regatta
consists of over 70 schools
from across the country, and
always showcases closely
competitive races. This year
was no different.
The competition was
scheduled to get underway
early Saturday afternoon,
however due to some heavy
winds, races had to be pushed
back until later that night.
The rowing team is split up
into multiple boats based
on skill and experience: the
Varsity Boat (comprised of
the most experienced and
skilled rowers), Second Varsity (2V), the Third Varsity
(3V), and the freshman boat.
For the men's team, it was a
weekend with mixed results
across the board.
In the first round of the
regatta, the Varsity boat
placed 4th in its heat, which
was not enough to advance
them into the semi-finals.
The 2V boat advanced out of
their heat to the Petite Final.
The freshman boat came in
first place in their heat, as
well as scoring the second
best time amongst all the all
the heats in the regatta. This
was enough to advance them
into the Grand Final which
took place the following day.
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It was a strong weekend for both the men and the women, each team had a boat take first place.

The Bantams had a successful second day at the
regatta, as the 2V boat won
the Petite final with a time of
6:22.46, putting them ahead
of second place Rutgers by
over 3 seconds. The freshman boat also had an im pressive showing. While they
came in fifth place, they com peted strongly despite the
fact that it was the first time
racing for many members in
the boat.
The women also had a
solid overall showing. The
women's races all took place
on Sunday in Quinsigamond,
Massachusetts. The women's
team has been plagued with
injuries across all of their
boats, and has had to com pete with limited personnel.
This past weekend, Trinity
showed up with only a Varsity, Second Varsity and Novice boat.
Each of the three boats
had one race, and each boat
performed very well. The Varsity boat came in first place
clocking in a time of 6:38.4,
and the Second Varsity and
Novice boats both came in
second place. Despite the
plethora of injuries, the team
took on an increased workload and rose to the occasion
to walk away with results to
be proud of. The women will
be back on the water next
weekend, hoping to build on
this weekend's performance
to make another national title run.

Softball struggles, falling to Bowdoin in three games
KELSEY BARADZI '18
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Trinity College Softball has
been working hard to get into
form this season. In a recent
three game series versus Bowdoin College, despite impressive efforts, Trinity fell short.
Bowdoin College's Julia
Geaumontm and Emily Grif·
fin did not allow an earned
run in 21 combined innings in
the circle. This led the visiting
Polar Bears to three wins over
the Trinity College Bantams
in a NESCAC East Division
softball tripleheader Sunday
afternoon. Trinity fell to 5-15
overall and 2-4 in the NES·
CAC East, while Bowdoin im·
proves to 18-8 overall and 6-2
in the division. The games,
originally scheduled as a twoday series in late March were
moved to Sunday due to the
long winter.
Griffin tossed a six-hit
shutout with two K's and two
walks in the morning game
while Trinity's Hannah King
'16 allowed seven hits and
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Despite Rachel Smith's '18 impressive pitching, the Bantams still stuggled to beat Bowdoin.
two runs with five strikeouts.
However, she did not walk a
batter. Bowdoin scored its
runs on an RBI double by outfielder Cielle Collins in the
third inning and a Geaumont
solo homer in the sixth inning.
Trinity had an impressive
showing of having a runner
on second or third base in all
but two innings, but failed to
push a run across. Michelle
Treglia '18 and Paolo Otero

'18 had two hits for Trinity,
while Bowdoin's Collins and
Claire McCarthy both doubled
twice and Griffin singled twice
and stole a base for the Polar
Bears.
After a two-hour break
and an 11 ·0 Bowdoin victory,
Rachael Smith '18 gave a valiant effort in the Trinity circle
in game three. Smith worked
a complete game around nine
hits and six walks to allow

just one earned run. However,
Geaumont yielded only three
hits and allowed one unearned
run in the fifth inning to go 2-0
for the day before Griffin finished up to collect a save with
two innings of scoreless relief.
In the final game, Bowdoin
scored in the second inning on
a passed ball and again in the
fourth inning on a solo home
run by first baseman Katie
GatelY, but the Trinity infield

turned a double play in each
of the first four frames to keep
the home team within striking distance. Trinity outfielder Meaghan Race '18 came
through with a two-out, bases
loaded single to drive in the
lone Bantam run of the day in
the bottom of the fifth frame.
Smith pitched out of a jam in
the top of the sixth by getting
the last two batters to fly out
with runners on second and
third base after two Bantam
errors. In the bottom of the
sixth, singles by Otero, Erica
Correa '16 and Trinity second-baseman Miranda Riendeau-Card '15 went for naught
when two Bantam runners
were thrown out at third base
in the inning. Geaumont and
shortstop Marisa O'Toole were
3-for-5 in game two for Bowdoin, while Polar Bear Nicole
Nelson went 4-for-4 in game
three. Otero finished 6-for-9
in the series for Trinity.
There is still work to do but
strong first-year talent leaves
the team ready for a hopefully
successful future.
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Bantam Athlete of the Week: Caroline Hayes '15
ANTHONY ZUCARO '16
STAFF WRITER

The Women's Lacrosse
team is almost unstop pa ble. After their excellent
win
against
Wesleyan
the team has continued
their tremendous winning
streak as they approach the
playoffs. One of the leaders behind this NESCAC
powerhouse is tri-captain
Caroline Hayes '15. As one
of the premier midfielders
in the NESCAC, Hayes
has proven herself to be
an extremely reliable and
fearless player. She has
many accolades, including
First Team All NESCAC
and IWLCA Division III
All-American First Team
among many others. Starting since her freshman
year, Hayes has been a top
performer on the team. In
her junior year she had a
team-high 57 draw controls, the third best goal
count on the team at 36
and second most points
based on her 13 assists,
bringing her total to 49.
While Hayes is a terrific lacrosse player now, she
had initial aspirations to be
a soccer player, "I was real-
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Caroline Hayes '15 is leading the Bantams to what is sure to be another memorable season.
ly inspired by Mia Hamm
when I was younger - I still
have her jersey. I thought I
wanted to be an Olympic
soccer player, so she was
my role model to some
extent. Her quotes about
the importance of teamwork show her upstanding
character as something to
be admired in addition to
the athletic success she
had." While Hayes' soccer
plans fell through, she applied these lessons to her
lacrosse play, along with
what she learned from her
older brother. "Growing

up with an older brother
forced me to achieve more
athletically. We grew up
skiing together be_c ause
my mom used to teach. He
was always faster and better than me, so if I wanted
to ski with him, I had to
be able to keep up. I think
just being raised with that
mindset made me reject
complacency and constantly self-improve."
Hayes used her opportunities in club lacrosse to
initially hone her craft, "if I
hadn't played club lacrosse,
I'm not sure if I would have

been able to play college
lacrosse," she told the Tripod. "My coaches were
amazing. I had these two
coaches that totally transformed my stick skills and
lacrosse IQ. I wouldn't be
anywhere without them."
This terrific coaching has
been upheld for Hayes
at Trinity through Katy
Dissinger, who has helped
Hayes and the team become the number one nationally ranked D-III team
on their journey to re-obtain the championship.
"My most exciting personal

sports moment was winning the National Championship my freshman year
at Trinity. It felt so surreal at the time and took a
while to sink in, but I'd do
anything to do it again."
Hayes is very confident
in her team's future prospects. "So far, we've had a
really successful season.
We dropped our first game
to Colby by one goal, and
that was a hard way to
start my senior season off.
But we've improved every
game since then, which
has been really exciting because I know we have yet
to hit our peak. I'm so excited for the rest of the season, especially when playoffs start. I think we all
feel lucky that our strong
schedule during the regular season prepares us so
well for post-season play.
It's fun to look ahead, but
we just have to take one
game at a time. We have
three huge games coming
up for the rest of the regular season, and I can't wait
to play each one of them."
Be sure to watch the women play The College of New
Jersey on Wednesday April
15.

Men's Lacrosse drops to a 2-6 conference record
JUSTIN FORTIER '18
SPORTS EDITOR

It has been a rough
season so far for the
Men's Lacrosse program.
Unlike their female counterparts, who have a 7-1
NESCAC
record,
the
men have struggled to
pull together a 2-6 inconference performance.
However, their out of conference record improves
to 2-2 with wins against
Western
Connecticut
State University and Babson. NESCAC victories
have been over Connecticut College and Bowdoin,
both surprisingly ending
in 8-7 overtime victories
for the Bantams.
Most recently the Bantams played arch-rival
Wesleyan University and
lost 13-7. While the Bantams fell to their current
record,
Wesleyan
im proved to 7-5 overall and
4-3 in the conference.
The teams traded early goals, as tri-captain attackman Matt Hauck '15
scored for the Bantams
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The Bantams lost a close match to Hamiltion 9-8 on April 4 and have not had a win since April 1.
before Wesleyan went
ahead thanks to a tally
by Taylor Ghesquierre
with 32 seconds left in
the opening period. Wesleyan went on to score the
next three goals, but Bantam tri-captain James
O'Connell '15 answered
for Trinity with 5:42 left
in the first half. A Wesleyan penalty moments later
gave Trinity a chance to

steal the momentum, but
the Cardinal man-down
held the Bantams at bay
and the home squad finished the half with a 6-2
edge. The Cardinals then
outscored the Bantams
6-1 in the third period to
extend their lead to 12-3
before Trinity rallied with
four of the game's final
five goals for a 13-7 final
count.

The Bantams received
three goals from O'Connell, who is now tied for
second on the squad in
goals with 18 this year,
and a pair of markers
from Jack Stallman '18
late in the game. Hauck
had a goal and an assist
to up his team-best seasonal scoring to 34 points
with 27 goals and seven
helpers. Trinity player

Mickey Zaverucha '15
played the first three periods with 11 saves and
12 goals. Minding the net
for the final stanza was
Riley Cahill '15, who had
three stops while yielding
the final Cardinal goal.
While
the
game
against
Wesleyan was
certainly disheartening
for the Trinity squad,
there is a positive takeaway for the rest of the
season, Trinity has only
scored eight goals fewer than their competitors in match play over
the course of the season.
Even though it is difficult
to continue to walk away
with losses, most of the
results have been close
with six of their games
being decided by a difference of two points or less.
Trinity's next conference match is against
Middlebury College. The
Bantams will bus on up
to Vermont to take on the
6-2 Panthers on their
own turf. It will be a challenge, but an overtime
victory could be in the
cards for the Bantams.

